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ADVANCED UNIT 4 (B2)



Activity group(s): 2 Number of exercises: 218



Advanced Unit 4a (18 activity (ies) 01:57:58) Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Good afternoon, sir. Can I help you? 2 2 2



I would like to rent a car, please. Can I rent a luxury car? Yes, I'd like to rent an economy car.



2



O.K. When would you like the car? On Wednesday the 16th of October. Friday the 16th of October. I'd like the car on October 16th.



3



No problem, sir. How long do you need the car for? I'd like the car for 14 days. Just a 14 day rental period. For 2 weeks if possible.



4



3 3 3



No problem. No problem. No problem.



4 4 4



How far will you drive? We'll drive about 1,000 miles in total, I think. Approximately 70 miles a day. Probably around 300 miles.
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5



The rental charge is $40 a day. That makes $560. A rental charge of $560, then? Altogether $560, then.



6



6 6 6



That's right.



7 7 7



Insurance is an extra five dollars and fifty cents a day. An extra $77 for insurance. Fine, $77 extra, that's O.K. $77 on top, that's a lot!



7



Correct! Correct! Correct!



I'm afraid so!



When will you pick the car up? I'll pick it up at 7:30 a.m. At about 1:00 p.m. 3:00 in the afternoon.



8



And when will you return it? At 9 o'clock on the 30th of October. I'll return it at 2 p.m. on the 30th of October. Around noon on October 30th.



9



8 8 8



O.K. O.K. O.K.



9 9 9



How do you spell your name, please, sir? 10 10 10



F-O-X. B-A-L-L. L-E-E.



10



How will you pay for your reservation? Can I pay for the reservation by check? I'd like to pay by credit card. Do you accept traveler's checks?



O.K., I'll fax the garage now. O.K., I'll fax the garage now. Sure, I'll fax the garage now.



Keywords [14 word(s)] car charge check credit card
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to drive (v.) economy garage insurance luxury to pick up (v.) to rent (v.) rental to return (v.) traveler's check



Sentence Pronunciation [30 sentence(s)] I would like to rent a car, please. Can I rent a luxury car? Yes, I'd like to rent an economy car. On Wednesday the 16th of October. Friday the 16th of October. I'd like the car on October 16th. I'd like the car for 14 days. Just a 14 day rental period. For 2 weeks if possible. We'll drive about 1,000 miles in total, I think. Approximately 70 miles a day. Probably around 300 miles. That makes $560. A rental charge of $560, then? Altogether $560, then. An extra $77 for insurance. Fine, $77 extra, that's O.K. $77 on top, that's a lot! I'll pick it up at 7:30 a.m. At about 1:00 p.m. 3:00 in the afternoon. At 9 o'clock on the 30th of October. I'll return it at 2 p.m. on the 30th of October. Around noon on October 30th. F-O-X. B-A-L-L. L-E-E. Can I pay for the reservation by check? I'd like to pay by credit card. Do you accept traveler's checks?
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Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



Prepositions of time



2



American money
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3



Dates
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Grammar Practice [5 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: (on / at) 7:30



at 7:30



(on / at) the 19th of October



on the 19th of October on the nineteenth of October



(on / at) 3:00 in the afternoon



at 3:00 in the afternoon



(on / at) 7:30 a.m.



at 7:30 a.m.



(on / at) the 31st of March



on the 31st of March on the thirty-first of March



(on / at) 1:30 p.m.



at 1:30 p.m.



(on / at) the 14th of December



on the 14th of December on the fourteenth of December



Prepositions of time
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2



Write in full as in the example. Example: $15



fifteen dollars



$21



twenty-one dollars



$1



one dollar



$50



fifty dollars



$400



four hundred dollars



$5.50



five dollars fifty cents five dollars and fifty cents five dollars fifty



$560



five hundred and sixty dollars



American money



3



Write in full as in the example. Example: $15



fifteen dollars



$1,000



one thousand dollars a thousand dollars



$500



five hundred dollars



$77



seventy-seven dollars



$15.50



fifteen dollars fifty cents fifteen dollars fifty fifteen dollars and fifty cents



$21



twenty-one dollars



$31



thirty-one dollars



American money
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4



Write in full as in the example. Example: 02/17



the seventeenth of February



03/15



the fifteenth of March March the fifteenth March fifteenth



10/16



the sixteenth of October October the sixteenth October sixteenth



04/04



the fourth of April April the fourth April fourth



08/25



the twenty-fifth of August August the twenty-fifth August twenty-fifth



06/11



the eleventh of June June the eleventh June eleventh



01/21



the twenty-first of January January the twenty-first January twenty-first



Dates
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5



Write in full as in the example. Example: 02/17



the seventeenth of February



12/31



the thirty-first of December December the thirty-first December thirty-first



02/05



the fifth of February February the fifth February fifth



05/28



the twenty-eighth of May May the twenty-eighth May twenty-eighth



09/13



the thirteenth of September September the thirteenth September thirteenth



07/08



the eighth of July July the eighth July eighth



11/02



the second of November November the second November second



Dates



Sentence Practice [4 exercises] 1



Write in full as in the example. Example: That makes $400.



That makes four hundred dollars.



I'll drive 500 miles.



I'll drive five hundred miles. I will drive five hundred miles.



A rental charge of $560.



A rental charge of five hundred and sixty dollars.



An extra $77 insurance, then?



An extra seventy-seven dollars insurance, then?



American money
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2



Write in full as in the example. Example: That makes $400.



That makes four hundred dollars.



About 1,000 miles, I think.



About one thousand miles, I think. About a thousand miles, I think.



I'll drive about 300 miles.



I'll drive about three hundred miles. I will drive about three hundred miles.



A rental charge of $560.



A rental charge of five hundred and sixty dollars.



American money



3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: On the 21st of March.



On the twenty-first of March.



On the 16th of October.



On the sixteenth of October.



I'd like the car on the 30th of November.



I'd like the car on the thirtieth of November.



Lunchtime, on the 14th of December.



Lunchtime, on the fourteenth of December.



Dates
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4



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I'll pick it up at 7:30.



I'll pick it up at seven thirty.



I would like the car at 1:30.



I would like the car at one thirty. I would like the car at half past one. I'd like the car at one thirty. I'd like the car at half past one.



I'll pick it up at 3:00 in the afternoon.



I'll pick it up at three in the afternoon. I'll pick it up at three o'clock in the afternoon. I'll pick it up at three p.m. I will pick it up at three in the afternoon. I will pick it up at three o'clock in the afternoon. I will pick it up at three p.m.



I'll be there at 9:00 on Thursday.



I'll be there at nine on Thursday. I'll be there at nine o'clock on Thursday. I will be there at nine on Thursday. I will be there at nine o'clock on Thursday.



Time



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Good afternoon, sir. Can I help you? 2 2 2



I would like to rent a car, please. Can I rent a luxury car? Yes, I'd like to rent an economy car.



2



O.K. When would you like the car? 3 3 3



On Wednesday the 16th of October. Friday the 16th of October. I'd like the car on October 16th.



3



No problem, sir. How long do you need the car for? I'd like the car for 14 days. Just a 14 day rental period. For 2 weeks if possible.
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4



How far will you drive? 5 5 5



We'll drive about 1,000 miles in total, I think. Approximately 70 miles a day. Probably around 300 miles.



5



The rental charge is $40 a day. That makes $560. A rental charge of $560, then? Altogether $560, then.



6



6 6 6



That's right.



7 7 7



Insurance is an extra five dollars and fifty cents a day. An extra $77 for insurance. Fine, $77 extra, that's O.K. $77 on top, that's a lot!



7



Correct! Correct! Correct!



I'm afraid so!



When will you pick the car up? I'll pick it up at 7:30 a.m. At about 1:00 p.m. 3:00 in the afternoon.



8



And when will you return it? At 9 o'clock on the 30th of October. I'll return it at 2 p.m. on the 30th of October. Around noon on October 30th.



9



8 8 8



O.K. O.K. O.K.



9 9 9



How do you spell your name, please, sir? 10 10 10



F-O-X. B-A-L-L. L-E-E.
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10



How will you pay for your reservation? Can I pay for the reservation by check? I'd like to pay by credit card. Do you accept traveler's checks?



O.K., I'll fax the garage now. O.K., I'll fax the garage now. Sure, I'll fax the garage now.



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [1 exercises] 1 a credit card a traveler's check a check a dollar a mile



The Right Word with speech recognition [6 exercises] 1



I would like to rent a car, please. help pay fax



2



I estimate I'll drive about 300 miles. dollars cents drives



3



I'll pick up the car at 7:30 a.m. rent drive spell



4



A rental charge of 560 dollars, then? insurance period economy



5



I'll pick up the car at 7:30 a.m. on in to Prepositions of time
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6



I'll return the car on the 30th of October. in at to Prepositions of time



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. to return to pick up to rent



to give back to collect to hire



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Good afternoon, sir. Can I help you? I would like to rent a car, please. Can I rent a luxury car? Yes, I'd like to rent an economy car. Probably around 300 miles. Approximately 70 miles a day. An extra $77 for insurance. Altogether $560, then. Yes, but will it sell?



2



2 2 2



That's right. Correct! We sure hope it'll be a success.



O.K. When would you like the car? On Wednesday the 16th of October. Friday the 16th of October. I'd like the car on October 16th. F-O-X. Do you think we will finish it on time? When will we launch the product? Do we have plans to advertise in any magazines? Will the camera sell well?
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3



No problem, sir. How long do you need the car for? I'd like the car for 14 days. Just a 14 day rental period. For 2 weeks if possible. Great, who suggested that? O.K., why August though? When will we launch the product? Will the camera sell well? I wasn't at the meeting.



4



We sure hope it'll be a success.



5 5 5 It was John's suggestion.



The rental charge is $40 a day. That makes $560. A rental charge of $560, then? Altogether $560, then. Do you think we will finish it on time? On Wednesday the 16th of October. Around noon on October 30th. Is the launch date in August? When will we launch the product?



6



4 4 4



How far will you drive? We'll drive about 1,000 miles in total, I think. Approximately 70 miles a day. Probably around 300 miles. B-A-L-L. Great, who suggested that? I would like to rent a car, please. When will we launch the product? Is the launch date in August?



5



No problem. No problem. No problem. It was John's suggestion. It was the CEO's idea.



Correct! Correct! Correct! That's a good question!



6 6 6



O.K.



Insurance is an extra five dollars and fifty cents a day. An extra $77 for insurance. Fine, $77 extra, that's O.K. $77 on top, that's a lot! Who decided on an August launch? Did one of our employees design the camera? For 2 weeks if possible. Do you know who designed the camera? L-E-E.
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7 7 7



7



When will you pick the car up? I'll pick it up at 7:30 a.m. At about 1:00 p.m. 3:00 in the afternoon. Will we advertise in any newspapers? Yes, but will it sell? No, do you think it was useful? Is the launch date in August? I wasn't at the meeting.



8



O.K. O.K. O.K.



9 9 9



It was John's suggestion. It was the CEO's idea.



How do you spell your name, please, sir? F-O-X. B-A-L-L. L-E-E. Probably around 300 miles. O.K., why August though? Did one of our employees design the camera? I'd like the car on October 16th. Friday the 16th of October.



10



We sure hope it'll be a success.



And when will you return it? At 9 o'clock on the 30th of October. I'll return it at 2 p.m. on the 30th of October. Around noon on October 30th. No, do you think it was useful? When will we launch the product? Do you know whose idea that was? What will be our advertising strategy? Who decided on an August launch?



9



8 8 8



10 10 10 It was the CEO's idea. Yes, one of our designers did it.



How will you pay for your reservation? Can I pay for the reservation by check? I'd like to pay by credit card. Do you accept traveler's checks? Will we finish it on time? Just a 14 day rental period. At about 1:00 p.m. Friday the 16th of October. I wasn't at the meeting.
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Mystery Phrase [2 exercises] 1



American money. dollars



2



Checks for people on vacation. traveler's checks



Word Pronunciation [18 word(s)] duty-free shop boarding lounge stewardess to feel safe safety crew apprehension means transportation to refuel commuter derailment perilous assault course countryside seasick crossing



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



'May' - 'Might'
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2



Construction of the present conditional



3



Absence of necessity
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Grammar Practice [3 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: you (be) I (use)



I would use I'd use



she (commute)



she would commute she'd commute



you (know)



you would know you'd know



they (think)



they would think they'd think



he (want)



he would want he'd want



we (like)



we would like we'd like



Construction of the present conditional



2



you would be



Auxiliaries



Conjugate as in the example. Example: you (be)



you would be



Penny (find)



Penny would find



Polly (stay)



Polly would stay



Petula (put)



Petula would put



Phoebe (say)



Phoebe would say



Phyllis (buy)



Phyllis would buy



Peter and Paul (offer)



Peter and Paul would offer



Construction of the present conditional
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3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: tank for gas



gas tank



drive for testing a car



test drive



car for sports



sports car



station for trains



train station



power of horses



horsepower



green of an emerald



emerald green



conditioning of the air



air conditioning



Construction of compound nouns



Use of compound nouns



Cultural Texts [2 cultural text(s)] 1



The Great Depression of the '30s Great Depression / disaster / Herbert Hoover / downturn / market crash / domino effect / policies / Democrat / Franklin D. Roosevelt / landslide



America's financial district The Great Depression was an economic disaster that began in 1929. A year earlier, Herbert Hoover had been elected President, promising an end to poverty. However, when the stock market crashed in October 1929, the American economy experienced its biggest downturn ever. The market crash resulted in a domino effect that left millions poor and unemployed. Indeed, by 1932, one in four Americans was unemployed, and in Cleveland, 50% of the population could not find work. Hoover's policies were designed to improve the situation, but only made it worse. In an attempt to slow down imports and stimulate domestic production, he raised import taxes. However, when other countries raised theirs in response, exports dipped and the American economy suffered even more. In 1932, Herbert Hoover had clearly failed in his attempts to reverse the decline in America's fortunes. The Democrat Franklin D. Roosevelt won the 1932 election by a landslide, and took office a year later.
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2



The End of the Great Depression Great Depression / crisis / Franklin D. Roosevelt / President / New Deal / economic package / Wagner Act / strike / wage / setback



Money! Money! Money! The Great Depression was an economic crisis that lasted over ten years. When Franklin D. Roosevelt became President in 1933, he promised Americans a 'New Deal.' This economic package was very expensive, increasing federal debt by 73%. However, immediate relief was given to areas that required it most, and new jobs were created. The Wagner Act, passed in 1935, was designed to improve working conditions. Workers were given the right to strike without being fired, a minimum wage, and a maximum working week. However, militant action brought production down, and the economy suffered a setback in 1938. America's entry into the Second World War signaled the end of the Great Depression. Roosevelt had given Americans hope for a brighter future, and became the longest-serving President in the history of the United States. America had recovered from economic crisis, but the Depression served as a lesson to future generations, and was America's longest-lasting economic disaster.



Video and Questions [1 exercises] The number of people who travel by plane today is considerable. Did you know that every five seconds a passenger walks up to a check-in counter? Once your luggage is checked in, you can make your way to the duty-free shop, then to the boarding lounge where you can finally get on the plane that is on the runway. The stewardess offers you a warm welcome. Get comfortable in your seat, fasten your seat belt, relax and wait for the stewardess to bring you a refreshment and something to eat. You can even sleep a little, the seats are so comfortable these days. Unless you don’t feel very safe in planes! In that case, pay attention to the safety instructions and the crew’s demonstration that tells you what you must do in case of an emergency. Fortunately, you’ve got a place next to the emergency exit! You’d be the first one to jump out if everything you imagine actually took place. But you’d first have the responsibility of opening the door! A difficult task to assume! Despite your apprehension, you should know that the airplane is one of the safest means of transportation. Another aircraft that is just in front of yours has probably already taken on board new passengers or maybe another cargo. It is getting ready to take off. Nowadays, refueling can be done in under an hour. The plane has become a means of transport almost as common as the others, so much so that when one lands, another takes off from another runway. Just imagine all those people in the air at the same time, all those meals to be served, all those suitcases to be sorted out and all those passports to be controlled! The stations are also packed with people. In cities, most of the passengers are actually commuters who are making their way to work. A century ago, the train occupied the place that the airplane has today. Apart from the minimal risk of a derailment or a murder on the Orient-Express, the train is also a very safe means of transport.
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Going from one city to another can, however, be a perilous adventure: what with the possible delays, strikes, train cancellations, power failures or even flooded stations, your journey can turn into a real assault course! Despite all this, you can relax in the train, even sleep, read the newspaper, make friends with other passengers, watch the countryside go by. . . If you’re not in a hurry, there’s immediate boarding for a cruise in the South Pacific! Be careful you don’t get seasick! The captain and his crew wish you a pleasant stay on board their boat and inform you of the activities and games organized throughout the crossing. Have a nice trip!



1



What is this video about? Transport Air safety Pleasure cruises Emergencies Pleasure cruise emergencies



2



Which of these statements is true? Many people use air transport. It takes five seconds to check in. Check-in closes in five seconds. There are five people at the check-in desk. There are five people at the check-in desk each taking five seconds.



3



How large is the risk of derailment? Extremely small Medium High There is no risk Extremely high



4



Which kind of people are best suited to a cruise? People who aren't in a rush People who are in a rush People who are afraid of planes People who like to sleep a lot People who are afraid of trains



5



What does the narrator warn us about cruises? We may get sick. We may be in a hurry. We may be flooded. We may face cancellations. We may crash.
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6



What is true of traveling by train? It can be aggravating. It can be easy. You may fall ill. You may sink.



7



What is true of airports? Different planes land and take off simultaneously. There is no space for planes to land. The same planes land at the same time. One plane lands every five minutes. Planes land rarely.



8



Which of these statements is untrue? Train stations are empty. Train stations are full of people. Train stations are good for commuters. Commuters are going to work. Train stations are very busy.



9



When can you go to the duty-free shop? After checking your luggage in Before checking your luggage in While checking your luggage in Before and after checking your luggage in When luggage is the least concern



10



How does the hostess welcome you? In a friendly manner. She is hostile. She brings your luggage. She gives you the safety instructions. She spits at your shoes.



Advanced Unit 4b (23 activity (ies) 02:32:14) Keywords [13 word(s)] airline cabin to cancel (v.) to check in (v.) customs delayed departure flight attendant passenger
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passport reservation seat standby



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Somebody else approaches: "Good morning, I'd like to make a reservation." 2 2 2



Your destination? Where for? Where are you going?



2



Milan. 3 3 3



What date? On which day? When would you like to leave?



3



Is tomorrow possible? 5 4 5



No, there are no flights tomorrow. Yes, at 1:10 p.m. No, all flights are full.



4



Okay, that's fine. For how many people? Just for you? Are you traveling alone?



5



Two, my wife and I. Yes, I'm traveling alone. No, my wife will be with me.



When is the next departure? 6 6 6



Tuesday, at 4 p.m. The day after tomorrow. Next Saturday only.



6



6 6 6



My name is Mr. White, and I'd like to pay by credit card, is that all right? 7 7 7



No problem! Yes, we have booked your reservation. Please go and pay at the ticket window.
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7



Excuse me, I have a big problem, I can't find my luggage. May I see your ticket? You need to go to Customer Service. Where are you coming from?



8



10 8 10



From Paris.



But aren't you in charge of such problems? No, I'm not. I'm sorry, I can't do anything. You may phone the complaints office.



9



11 9 11



What do you mean you can't do anything? You may phone the complaints office. You need to go to Customer Service. Sorry, we don't deal with luggage here. One moment, please.



10



11 11 11 11



All luggage from Paris has been slightly delayed. Reassure the passenger. You have to wait a little bit. It should arrive at any moment. We know about it, don't worry.



11



There is a disabled passenger who cannot walk unassisted but he must catch a flight. I will call somebody to help you. You will be assisted by an agent soon. Did you mention this when you booked your seat?



12



11 11 11



12 12 13



No, I didn't.



The ground agent who looks after disabled passengers arrives. 14 14 14



Here he is. I see him coming. This gentleman will help you.
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13



Next time, mention it when you make your reservation. That way we can provide you with suitable help. 15 14 15



I'll remember that. That's a good suggestion. I didn't know I had to.



14



The agent helps the disabled passenger. I'm sorry, your plane just left. Here's a wheelchair. You won't make your flight, though.



15



Oh, no! Thanks, I appreciate it. Oh, dear!



15 15



Can you put me on the next flight? Yes, I can put you on tomorrow's flight. Of course. Yes, I think it's possible.



Okay, that's fine.



Sentence Pronunciation [46 sentence(s)] Your destination? Where for? Where are you going? What date? On which day? When would you like to leave? No, there are no flights tomorrow. Yes, at 1:10 p.m. No, all flights are full. For how many people? Just for you? Are you traveling alone? Tuesday, at 4 p.m. The day after tomorrow. Next Saturday only. No problem! Yes, we have booked your reservation. Please go and pay at the ticket window. May I see your ticket? You need to go to Customer Service. Where are you coming from? No, I'm not. I'm sorry, I can't do anything. You may phone the complaints office. You may phone the complaints office. You need to go to Customer Service. Sorry, we don't deal with luggage here. One moment, please. You have to wait a little bit.
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It should arrive at any moment. We know about it, don't worry. I will call somebody to help you. You will be assisted by an agent soon. Did you mention this when you booked your seat? Here he is. I see him coming. This gentleman will help you. I'll remember that. That's a good suggestion. I didn't know I had to. I'm sorry, your plane just left. Here's a wheelchair. You won't make your flight, though. Yes, I can put you on tomorrow's flight. Of course. Yes, I think it's possible.



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



Construction of the passive
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2



The sequence of tenses
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3



'When,' 'while' + present



Grammar Practice [1 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: the flight leaving this morning



this morning's flight



a journey that takes five days



five days' journey 5 days' journey



departures on Tuesday



Tuesday's departures



the menu for this evening



this evening's menu



a time lasting three hours



three hours' time 3 hours' time



the budget for this year



this year's budget



problems we had last week



last week's problems



More uses of the possessive



Demonstratives



'Hour' - 'Time' - 'O'clock'



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1 luggage purse wallet can container pot
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2 a ticket a newspaper a leaflet a receipt an itinerary a list



3 a seat a wheelchair a bar stool a sofa bed a rocking chair a hammock



The Right Word with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1



Make the reservation in advance or it'll be too late. mashed potatoes book publication vacation flight delay



2



Tomorrow and tomorrow is the beginning of one of Shakespeare's soliloquies. Hey dude Keep out That's all folks What's up doc



3



A credit card can be used as a form of payment in stores. pail and shovel gold tooth Hawaiian muumuu bouncing check thumbprint



4



To reassure someone means to calm them down. discourage anger fondly remember take a picture telephone



Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. solution office lady passenger bit nothing
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2



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. counter suggestion luggage customer moment way



desk idea baggage client second method



Word Order with speech recognition [5 exercises] 1



traveling is a lot more fun traveling is a lot more fun when done



when done in the company in the company of friends.



of



friends.



The prepositions 'in' and 'at'



2



People who don't travel much tend to have lots People who don't travel much tend to have lots of luggage. The impersonal structure



3



Saturday nights were made for having Saturday nights were made for having fun



fun



Use of the past participle as an adjective



disabled passengers can be escorted in a disabled passengers can be escorted in a wheelchair. Use of the past participle as an adjective



5



luggage.



'Little' - 'A little' - 'Much'



'To be' and 'to have': preterite



4



of



wheelchair.



The prepositions 'in' and 'at'



Delayed flights can lead to upset passengers. Delayed flights can lead to upset passengers. Use of the past participle as an adjective



Phonetics Exercise [4 phoneme(s)]



ow



i



over closed going don't know alone though window



exactly hurry please immediate leave many wheelchair seat
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b



best be booked bit by



s



assisted customer sorry yourself choice list offices



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Somebody else approaches: "Good morning, I'd like to make a reservation." 2 2 2



Your destination? Where for? Where are you going?



2



Milan. What date? On which day? When would you like to leave?



3



3 3 3



Is tomorrow possible? 5 4 5



No, there are no flights tomorrow. Yes, at 1:10 p.m. No, all flights are full.



4



Okay, that's fine. For how many people? Just for you? Are you traveling alone?



5



Two, my wife and I. Yes, I'm traveling alone. No, my wife will be with me.



6 6 6



When is the next departure? 6 6 6



Tuesday, at 4 p.m. The day after tomorrow. Next Saturday only.
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6



My name is Mr. White, and I'd like to pay by credit card, is that all right? 7 7 7



No problem! Yes, we have booked your reservation. Please go and pay at the ticket window.



7



Excuse me, I have a big problem, I can't find my luggage. May I see your ticket? You need to go to Customer Service. Where are you coming from?



8



10 8 10



From Paris.



But aren't you in charge of such problems? No, I'm not. I'm sorry, I can't do anything. You may phone the complaints office.



9



11 9 11



What do you mean you can't do anything? You may phone the complaints office. You need to go to Customer Service. Sorry, we don't deal with luggage here. One moment, please.



10



11 11 11 11



All luggage from Paris has been slightly delayed. Reassure the passenger. You have to wait a little bit. It should arrive at any moment. We know about it, don't worry.



11



11 11 11



There is a disabled passenger who cannot walk unassisted but he must catch a flight. I will call somebody to help you. You will be assisted by an agent soon. Did you mention this when you booked your seat?
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12 12 13



No, I didn't.
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12



The ground agent who looks after disabled passengers arrives. 14 14 14



Here he is. I see him coming. This gentleman will help you.



13



Next time, mention it when you make your reservation. That way we can provide you with suitable help. I'll remember that. That's a good suggestion. I didn't know I had to.



14



The agent helps the disabled passenger. I'm sorry, your plane just left. Here's a wheelchair. You won't make your flight, though.



15



15 14 15



Oh, no! Thanks, I appreciate it. Oh, dear!



15 15



Can you put me on the next flight? Yes, I can put you on tomorrow's flight. Of course. Yes, I think it's possible.
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Sentence Practice [9 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: He'll check in before he goes to his gate. (as soon as)



As soon as he checks in, he'll go to his gate.



Before he goes to his gate, he'll buy a paper. (after)



He'll go to his gate after he buys a paper. After he buys a paper, he'll go to his gate.



After they meet their friend, they'll board the plane. (as soon as)



As soon as they meet their friend, they'll board the plane. They'll board the plane as soon as they meet their friend.



As soon as she gets to the airport, she'll run for her flight. (when)



When she gets to the airport, she'll run for her flight. She'll run for her flight when she gets to the airport.



'When,' 'while' + present



2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: He'll check in before he goes to his gate. (as soon as)



As soon as he checks in, he'll go to his gate.



Once her flight leaves without her, she'll try to find another one. (when)



When her flight leaves without her, she'll try to find another one.



He'll call his wife after he changes planes in Florence. (before)



Before he calls his wife, he'll change planes in Florence. He'll change planes in Florence before he calls his wife.



He'll be upset when they tell him he's missed his flight. (after)



He'll be upset after they tell him he's missed his flight. After they tell him he's missed his flight, he'll be upset.



'When,' 'while' + present
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3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: He'll check in before he goes to his gate. (as soon as)



As soon as he checks in, he'll go to his gate.



She'll get some work done while she's on the plane. (as soon as)



She'll get some work done as soon as she's on the plane. As soon as she's on the plane, she'll get some work done.



Before he makes a reservation, he'll check his messages. (as soon as)



He'll make a reservation as soon as he checks his messages. As soon as he checks his messages, he'll make a reservation.



We'll go to the hotel when we find our luggage. (once)



We'll go to the hotel once we find our luggage. Once we find our luggage, we'll go to the hotel.



'When,' 'while' + present



4



Put the following sentences in the passive voice. Example: The pilot and her co-pilot flew the plane.



The plane was flown by the pilot and her co-pilot.



The flight attendants expected more passengers.



More passengers were expected by the flight attendants.



The airline employee will find another flight for him.



Another flight will be found for him by the airline employee. Another flight will be found by the airline employee for him.



The ground crew asked him to be more patient.



He was asked to be more patient by the ground crew.



Construction of the passive
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5



Put the following sentences in the passive voice. Example: The pilot and her co-pilot flew the plane.



The passenger finds a solution.



A solution is found by the passenger.



The latecomer learned a lesson.



A lesson was learned by the latecomer.



The airline paged three standby passengers.



Three standby passengers were paged by the airline.



Construction of the passive



6



Active and passive voice



Put the following sentences in the passive voice. Example: The pilot and her co-pilot flew the plane.



The plane was flown by the pilot and her co-pilot.



The group of tourists bought tickets.



Tickets were bought by the group of tourists.



The crew prepared the plane for departure.



The plane was prepared for departure by the crew.



The airline lost all the flight's luggage.



All the flight's luggage was lost by the airline.



Construction of the passive



7



The plane was flown by the pilot and her co-pilot.



Active and passive voice



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Don't serve that passenger.



Serve someone else.



Don't bother the pilot.



Bother someone else. Bother somebody else.



Don't watch the in-flight movie.



Watch something else. Do something else.



Don't eat my peanuts!



Eat someone else's! Eat something else!



Use of 'else'
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8



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Don't serve that passenger.



Serve someone else.



Don't fly to Kansas City.



Fly somewhere else.



Don't take work on the plane.



Take something else.



Don't sit by the window.



Sit somewhere else.



Use of 'else'



9



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Don't serve that passenger.



Serve someone else.



Don't bring your laptop.



Bring something else.



Don't take your bathing suit.



Take something else.



Don't smoke on the plane.



Smoke somewhere else.



Use of 'else'



Words and Functions [2 exercises] 1



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. Once we have checked our luggage, where do we go? We need to make our way toward Gate 47. We come across a variety of shops on our way there. This shop sells souvenirs and newspapers. What does that one sell? I need some last-minute gifts for my friends. Those chocolates look nice. What's in this shop? They sell duty-free merchandise. Which way do we go now? Subject pronouns we we We We



I



They



we



Interrogative & exclamatory pronouns What What Which where Demonstrative determiners that Those this This
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2



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. It's so nice when your friends or relatives greet you at the airport. The plane has barely had time to land and you're already fiddling with your seatbelt, ready to get up. First, you go quickly to the baggage-claim area to pick up your luggage. Then you pass very impatiently through customs. As you push your cart anxiously through the big sliding doors, you finally see familiar faces. They are really happy because you have arrived safely. Adverbs of degree and amount so barely very really Adverbs of time First Then already Adverbs of manner impatiently quickly



finally



anxiously



safely



Text Transformation [1 exercises] 1



Put the following text into the passive voice. The Customer Service department ought to deal with lost luggage. Their staff should deal with such problems. These specialists should locate my suitcase very quickly. The department should receive the luggage delayed in Paris. The ground agents will send on my luggage. I hope my secretary will explain everything to the clients. My secretary will meet the clients at the time we agreed on. Lost luggage ought to be dealt with by the Customer Service department. Such problems should be dealt with by their staff. My suitcase should be located very quickly by these specialists. The luggage delayed in Paris should be received by the department. My luggage will be sent on by the ground agents. I hope everything will be explained to the clients by my secretary. The clients will be met by my secretary at the time we agreed on. Construction of the passive



Active and passive voice



Demonstratives



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



Construction of compound nouns
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2



Compound adjectives



3



The near future: BE + ING
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Fill-in-the-Blanks [3 exercises] 1



My name is Mr. White, and I'd like to pay by credit card, is that all right? But aren't you in charge of such problems? I am expecting someone on one of their flights. Somebody else approaches: 'Good morning, I'd like to make a reservation.' Use of 'else'



2



I will call somebody to help you. The ground agent who looks after disabled passengers arrives . This gentleman will help you. Thanks, I appreciate it.



3



That man looks worried; his plane must not be on time. We have to be at Gate 30 by 5:45. Must you keep checking the tickets that way? They had to confirm their reservation yesterday by phone. 'Must' - 'Have to'



Modal auxiliaries



Verbs without a continuous form



Mystery Phrase [11 exercises] 1



To express grief or discontent. complain



2



Handicapped. disabled



3



Suitcases. luggage



4



To change to a later time. postpone



5



To calm someone's worry. reassure
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6



To reserve. book



7



To feel thankful for. appreciate



8



Used for people who have difficulty walking. wheelchair



9



To come closer. approach



10



Lacking space. full



11



By oneself. alone



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Somebody else approaches: "Good morning, I'd like to make a reservation." Your destination? Where for? Where are you going?



2



2 2 2



Milan. 3 3 3



What date? On which day? When would you like to leave?



3



Is tomorrow possible? No, there are no flights tomorrow. Yes, at 1:10 p.m. No, all flights are full.



4



5 4 5



Okay, that's fine. For how many people? Just for you? Are you traveling alone?
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6 6 6



5



When is the next departure? 6 6 6



Tuesday, at 4 p.m. The day after tomorrow. Next Saturday only.



6



My name is Mr. White, and I'd like to pay by credit card, is that all right? No problem! Yes, we have booked your reservation. Please go and pay at the ticket window.



7



Excuse me, I have a big problem, I can't find my luggage. May I see your ticket? You need to go to Customer Service. Where are you coming from?



8



7 7 7



10 8 10



From Paris.



But aren't you in charge of such problems? No, I'm not. I'm sorry, I can't do anything. You may phone the complaints office.



9



11 9 11



What do you mean you can't do anything? 11 11 11 11



You may phone the complaints office. You need to go to Customer Service. Sorry, we don't deal with luggage here. One moment, please.



10



All luggage from Paris has been slightly delayed. Reassure the passenger. 11 11 11



You have to wait a little bit. It should arrive at any moment. We know about it, don't worry.
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There is a disabled passenger who cannot walk unassisted but he must catch a flight.



11



I will call somebody to help you. You will be assisted by an agent soon. Did you mention this when you booked your seat?



12 12 13



No, I didn't.



The ground agent who looks after disabled passengers arrives.



12



Here he is. I see him coming. This gentleman will help you.



14 14 14



Next time, mention it when you make your reservation. That way we can provide you with suitable help.



13



I'll remember that. That's a good suggestion. I didn't know I had to.



15 14 15



The agent helps the disabled passenger.



14



I'm sorry, your plane just left. Here's a wheelchair. You won't make your flight, though.



Oh, no! Thanks, I appreciate it. Oh, dear!



15 15



Can you put me on the next flight?



15



Yes, I can put you on tomorrow's flight. Of course. Yes, I think it's possible.



Okay, that's fine.



Dictation [4 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4



May I help you? Yes, I'd like to get a flight to Boston. Are you traveling by yourself? Oh no, with my husband, dog, mother, father and five children. 'May' - 'Might'



Modal auxiliaries
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2



1 2 3 4



John went skiing and broke his leg. How did he manage? When he got to the airport, he asked for a wheelchair. I'm sure he appreciated that! Construction of the preterite



3



1 2 3 4



Our vacation to Italy was too much! The plane was six hours late because of fog. When we arrived, we couldn't find our baggage. It didn't matter, the weather and food were fantastic! 'To be' and 'to have': preterite



4



1 2 3 4



Modal auxiliaries



I don't understand why the plane is so late. Do you hear them calling our flight? I see the plane arriving. Do you feel a breeze? 'Can' and verbs of perception Uses of 'so' Verbs without a continuous form



Absolute superlative



Cultural Texts [1 cultural text(s)] 1



Man on the Moon Neil Armstrong / moon / astronauts / Apollo 11 / spacecraft / space race / Soviet Union / set a goal / giant leap



The moon On July 20th, 1969, Neil Armstrong became the first man to walk on the moon. He landed on the moon with astronauts Edwin 'Buzz' Aldrin and Michael Collins in the Apollo 11 spacecraft . The event was watched by millions of people all over the world, and was perhaps America's proudest achievement. Putting a man on the moon was the result of a hard-fought space race against the Soviet Union. For many years, the U.S. was behind in the space race. The Soviets launched the first satellite, Sputnik, in 1957. Yuri Gagarin was the first man to orbit the Earth, in 1961. That same year, President Kennedy set a goal for the U.S.: to put a man on the moon before the end of the decade. The U.S. continues to lead the world in space exploration, but the moon landing in 1969 was the ultimate achievement. As Armstrong said during his moonwalk, 'That's one small step for man and one giant leap for mankind.'
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Riddles [4 exercises] 1



Who was the first man to walk on the moon? Neil Armstrong Hints: He walked on the moon in 1969. His fellow astronauts were Edwin 'Buzz' Aldrin and Michael Collins. He landed in the spacecraft Apollo 11. Cultural text: Man on the Moon (History )



2



Which spacecraft landed on the moon in 1969? Apollo 11 Hints: It landed on July 20th. Neil Armstrong was on board this spacecraft. It has a number in the title. Cultural text: Man on the Moon (History )



3



Which country launched the satellite 'Sputnik' in 1957? The Soviet Union Hints: They were involved in a space race with the U.S. Yuri Gagarin came from this country. This country led the space race for many years. Cultural text: Man on the Moon (History )



4



What 'race' was happening between the U.S. and the Soviet Union in the '60s? The Space Race Hints: The Soviets launched 'Sputnik' in this race. Yuri Gagarin orbited the Earth in this race. The U.S. was behind for a long time in this race. Cultural text: Man on the Moon (History )
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